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Mobilise-D accelerates breakthrough innovations in digital health monitoring to
assess patients' daily life mobility, focusing on different conditions that often

affect mobility (COPD, PD, MS, hip fracture), with the goal to improve
follow-up and personalized care of patients.

Highlights of the joint Mobilise-D and DARE Summer School 2023

This multidisciplinary event united professionals, researchers, and practitioners to bridge

the gap between technology and healthcare. Expert speakers explored digital innovation's

potential, while hands-on challenges nurtured creativity and teamwork. Beyond learning,

attendees enjoyed leisure activities, fostering lasting connections. The event's culmination

featured innovative project pitches, emphasizing the power of collaboration in shaping a

healthier, sustainable future. Read the full blog post and watch the video below for insights

on this transformative summer school. Get ready to relive the magic!

Investing in the future

https://mailchi.mp/baa0d9b20ac4/mobilise-d-public-newsletter-15370253?e=[UNIQID]
https://mobilise-d.eu/empowering-healthcare-a-recap-of-the-joint-mobilise-d-and-dare-international-summer-school/
https://youtu.be/0uqsVyI9i30
https://youtu.be/0uqsVyI9i30
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Summer School recordings
available on our YouTube
channel

Our Summer School was a great success!

We have made many of the enlightening

talks available on our YouTube channel.

Success despite Challenges: Recruiting 2,382 participants for an
unprecedented Clinical Validation Study

In the world of medical research, reaching the recruitment target for a clinical study is

always a significant milestone. But when the aim is to recruit a whopping 2,400 patients for

a comprehensive clinical validation study, successfully enrolling 2,382 participants despite

a myriad of global challenges is nothing short of extraordinary. The Mobilise-D consortium

is celebrating its impressive recruitment achievement despite having to overcome a long

string of serious adversities in the process. Read more here.

Mobilise-D: A journey of triumph and impact in setting digital
mobility standards

Who could have thought that, when we met at the Mobilise-D kick-off in April 2019, four

years would pass before we were able to meet as a consortium again? Four years of hard

work, battling a seemingly endless string of large and larger challenges and changes - and

nevertheless reaching all our objectives! Read about our challenging but exciting journey,

our remarkable results, and all of our accomplishments achieved here.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz6Gqub4xYRS2vFJ9d_T0XDhoZGmlLTvZ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz6Gqub4xYRS2vFJ9d_T0XDhoZGmlLTvZ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz6Gqub4xYRS2vFJ9d_T0XDhoZGmlLTvZ
https://mobilise-d.eu/success-despite-turmoil-recruiting-2382-patients-for-an-unprecedented-clinical-validation-study/
https://mobilise-d.eu/success-despite-turmoil-recruiting-2382-patients-for-an-unprecedented-clinical-validation-study/
https://mobilise-d.eu/success-despite-turmoil-recruiting-2382-patients-for-an-unprecedented-clinical-validation-study/
https://mobilise-d.eu/mobilise-d-a-journey-of-triumph-and-impact-in-setting-digital-mobility-standards/
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Engaging patients for meaningful contributions: Insights and
recommendations from Mobilise-D's PPIE webinar

On the 10th of May 2023, Mobilise-D continued with its webinar series, outlining some of

the key learnings and work of the consortium. The focus of this webinar was on patient

involvement and engagement (PPIE), and the lessons learned from the consortium in

terms of setting up PPIE structures to ensure meaningful contributions. Read more here.

Mobilise-D Videos Mobilise-D Publications

https://mobilise-d.eu/mobilise-d-a-journey-of-triumph-and-impact-in-setting-digital-mobility-standards/
https://mobilise-d.eu/mobilise-d-a-journey-of-triumph-and-impact-in-setting-digital-mobility-standards/
https://mobilise-d.eu/engaging-patients-for-meaningful-contributions-insights-and-recommendations-from-mobilise-ds-ppie-webinar/
https://mobilise-d.eu/engaging-patients-for-meaningful-contributions-insights-and-recommendations-from-mobilise-ds-ppie-webinar/
https://mobilise-d.eu/engaging-patients-for-meaningful-contributions-insights-and-recommendations-from-mobilise-ds-ppie-webinar/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZHsEuoUzt1xN4oKNUNbC3A?app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZHsEuoUzt1xN4oKNUNbC3A?app=desktop
https://www.mobilise-d.eu/publications
https://www.mobilise-d.eu/publications
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See all our videos on our YouTube channel. See all our publications HERE.

💡 In the Spotlight Series 💡
Get to know our Early Career Researchers.

🌍 Real World Stories Series 🌍
How do people cope with mobility

challenges? Read real world stories HERE.

 Recent Tweet

Follow us on Social Media!

@Mobilise_D

Sign up for our Newsletter!

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZHsEuoUzt1xN4oKNUNbC3A?app=desktop
https://www.mobilise-d.eu/publications
https://www.mobilise-d.eu/category/in-the-spotlight
https://www.mobilise-d.eu/category/in-the-spotlight
https://www.mobilise-d.eu/category/in-the-spotlight
https://www.mobilise-d.eu/category/in-the-spotlight
https://www.mobilise-d.eu/category/real-world-stories
https://www.mobilise-d.eu/category/real-world-stories
https://www.mobilise-d.eu/category/real-world-stories
https://twitter.com/Mobilise_D/status/1706255711993262521
https://twitter.com/Mobilise_D/status/1706255711993262521
https://www.facebook.com/MobiliseD
https://www.facebook.com/MobiliseD
https://twitter.com/Mobilise_D
https://twitter.com/Mobilise_D
https://www.linkedin.com/company/19113145
https://www.linkedin.com/company/19113145
https://www.mobilise-d.eu/
https://www.mobilise-d.eu/
https://mobilise-d.us7.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=15d64b183cb258594055d27e4&id=809b68c42f
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Mobilise-D has received funding from IMI 2 Joint Undertaking under grant agreement No. 820820. This
Joint Undertaking receives support from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation

Programme and the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations (EFPIA).
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